SUMMER CAMP FOR ADULTS
Aug 13-19, 2018

Camp Temagami sits on an private, unspoiled 20 acre island surrounded by pristine lakes, seemingly
untouched by time, that still carry the memories of the First Nations and European explorers. Within a short
paddle you arrive at nature trails that take you through an old growth forest, a hike up to a scenic lookout
with miles of uninterrupted views and world class fishing.

Sitting on the porch of your traditional wood cabin looking over the lake, or gliding across the water in a
hand built cedar canoe, this is sure to be a true Canadian experience you will not easily forget. Whether
you hold a lifetime of summer memories like this or long to create them, we promise a great opportunity to
rekindle your connection to both yourself and a time of simplicity.

There are two options to choose from:
Island Retreat
Escape from the roles required in your daily life and take time to embrace the joys of being
unencumbered. Your days are up to your discretion: Sip a scotch while mesmerized by a glowing fire
as the flames and stars reflect off the calm water or enjoy a glass of wine while reading as you soak
up the sun on the dock. Take in the surroundings at dusk while your guide navigates between the
many islands and brings you to the secret fishing spots. Experience the local life with trips to Bear
Island and Blooms N Loons and leave with a memory from a local artists; native crafts, local paintings,
pottery, music, wood working.

Tripping Adventure
Paddling on lakes only few venture to explore you will experience the life of traditional canoe tripping.
Cooking over a fire and falling asleep to the water lapping on the pristine shores you will find a new
appreciation for what an incredible impact living off the land provides. Your experienced guides will
facilitate a trip that allows you to be in the moment and provides a wonderful recipe for strengthening
old bonds and developing new friendships.

Join us August 13th – 19th 2018. Both the Island Retreat and the Tripping Adventure will have you
arriving at Boat Line Bay Marina where you will be picked up and boated to our island. Your time with
us will include the festivities of our Reunion Celebration on August 18th where we will prepare a
cookout, have music, drinks and activities to conclude our time together.
$750.00 – Early Bird Special: Registration before May 31st 2018
$700.00 – Group Rate: each person in your group of 4 or more
$825.00 – Regular Price: Registration from June 1st 2018 and on
*Register at http://camptemagami.com or email info@camptemagami.com for more information

